
Nature
Arts & Crafts

Silly Clay
Face

Pincone Pineapples & Flowers

Picture Frame
Magic Wand

Log Cabin



Supplies
Gather natural supplies by completing 

this scavenger hunt

You will also need:

Magic Wand

Picture FrameLog CabinSilly Clay Face

Pinecone 
Pineapples
& Flowers

A thin stick 
 18-24 inches long

4 sticks of
similar width 

 ruler
glue

cardboard 
scissors 

paint
paint brushes

embellishments
newspaper

Sticks: similar in
width and length
approx. 24-32
Pine needles
Large leaves

twine
ribbon

salt  dough:
flour
salt

water
(recipe 

included)

A handful of pebbles
Acorn tops
walnut shells
helicopter seeds
catkins (long, bushy
flowers)
pine needles

Pinecones:
1 for each flower
or pineapple
(collect more than
what you need for
better options)



Step 1: Choose your picture. I
used a 4x6.

 
Step 2: The cardboard backing

needs to be as big as the picture
plus the width of your sticks. I

used a 5 x 7 piece.

Step 3: Glue sticks to the sides to
the cardboard

Step 4: Glue the top & bottom
sticks onto the sides at the edge

of the cardboard

Step 5: Wrap a 12 inch piece of
twine around each corner and tie

in the back

Step 6: Insert your picture, you
may need to glue it down

Step 7: Tie a piece of twine
around the top stick

4 sticks 
of similar width 

twine, cardboard,
 

a picture
ruler, scissors,

and glue

Picture Frame



Magic Wand

A stick that is
thin and long,
approx. 18-24
inches, paint, 
paint brushes,

ribbon, &
embellishments 

Step 1: Paint your
sticks white. Set on
newspaper to dry.

Step 2: Choose a color
and paint your stick.

Step 3: Tie on ribbon
or glue on

embellishments like
jewels



Log Cabin 
Sticks:

similar in width
and length

approx. 24-32,
pine needles,

& large leaves, 
+ flour, salt, cold

water
Step 1: Make salt clay

dough: 1/4 c. salt, 1/4 c. cold
water, 1/2 c. flour.

Step 2: You need 4 sticks for
each layer, set down 2 for
the sides and add two on
top. Every corner gets 4

round dough balls to secure
each layer.

Step 3: When your cabin is
big enough add a stick
across the top. Spread

dough across the top and
add leaves or pine needles

for a roof



Silly Clay Faces
A handful of

pebbles,
acorn tops,

walnut shells,
helicopter seeds,

catkins (long,
bushy flowers), 
& pine needles,

+ flour, salt, cold
water

Step 1: Make salt clay dough: 1/4 c. salt, 1/4 c. cold
water, 1/2 c. flour

(this will make two faces).

Step 2: Make 2 round dough balls and flatten on a
hard surface or tree trunk.

Step 3: Create silly faces.



Flower or pineapple? 
Flowers use the bottom inch of a pinecone 

& pineapples use the whole thing.
Tip: Save the perfect pinecones for pineapples.

Flowers:
Step 1. Cut off the
bottom inch of a

pinecone
you might need a

grown up.

Step 2. Paint yellow in
the center and the rest

another color.

Step 3. Cut the
bottoms off smaller
pinecones and paint

the tops green for
leaves.

Pinecone Flowers &
Pineapples

Pinecones,
paint, 

paintbrushes,
scissors, &

a grown up

Pineapples:
Step 1. Paint the very

top green

Step 2. Paint the rest
yellow


